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Abstract

The aim of submitting the SAT4JPseudo solver in
the second pseudo boolean evaluation is to provide
SAT4J [1] is an open-source library of conflict-driven a reasonably efficient and tuned full-cutting-planeclause learning SAT solvers in the spirit of GRASP, based solver extending existing CDCL solvers. UnzChaff and MiniSAT in Java. Its extension to pseudo- like solvers such as PBS [2] and Pueblo [6], also based
boolean optimization is done by replacing the reso- on a CDCL framework, the idea is to keep the full
lution performed between clauses by cutting planes, power of cutting planes, without any tradeoff for efin the spirit of PBChaff [5] or Galena [4]. Compared ficiency (clause or hybrid learning, fixed-size inteto the version submitted to the PB05 evaluation, the ger arithmetic). There might be smarter ways to
solver is representing each kind of constraints specifi- implement such approach, so poor performances of
cally, instead of translating everything into pseudo SAT4JPseudo should not mean that CDCL extended
boolean constraints. Thus, cutting planes can be with cutting plane are not good for PBO.
performed on any combination of them. FurtherBasically,
the algorithm implemented in
more, some simplifications inherited from PBChaff SAT4JPseudo to ensure to obtain conflictual conhave been added to reduce the cost of applying cut- straint after cutting plane, as well as the algorithm
ting planes for conflict analysis. Each kind of con- to detect assertive constraints are the ones described
straints is represented specifically: clauses and car- in the article by D. Chai and A. Kuehlmann [4].
dinality constraints using watched literals, pseudo The only difference is that SAT4JPseudo uses the
boolean constraints using counters. Finally, one ver- following property presented by H. Dixon [5] : Let c1
sion of the solver uses the objective function to guide and c2 be two pseudo-boolean constraints such that
the heuristics in optimization problems.
c1 propagates the literal y and c2 propates ¬y, and
the coefficient of y is 1. Then the result of applying
a cutting plane between c1 and c2 is a falsified
From clauses to constraints
constraint. This property avoids some computations,
especially when clauses or cardinalities are involved
The main issue when dealing with Pseudo Boolean in cutting planes.
constraints and cutting planes in a conflict driven
solver such as GRASP or Chaff is the conflict analysis and learning scheme. Indeed, those solvers need Dealing with specificities
to learn a new constraint each time a conflict is
met. Furthermore, the new constraint must propa- Clauses and cardinality constraints can be seen as
gate some variable truth values. While those solvers a special case of linear pseudo boolean constraints.
are certainly the best framework for solving pure SAT Pseudo-boolean constraint l1 + l2 + . . . + ln ≥ 1
problems, it is not clear that a similar approach is re- translates to the clause l1 ∨ l2 ∨ . . . ln ; l1 + l2 +
ally appropriate for other kind of constraints. After . . . + ln ≥ k translates to the cardinality conthe first pseudo boolean evaluation, it was not clear straint atleast(k, {l1 , l2 , . . . , ln }). Pseudo-boolean
if extending conflict driven clause learning solvers constraints offer more expressivity than boolean confor pseudo boolean constraint was a good approach. straints, and cutting plane inference is stronger than
1

resolution. But the cost for maintaining the data
structures needed to represent such constraints is important (see e.g. [5, 4] for a discussion regarding the
watched literals scheme for each kind of constraints).
This is even worst when dealing with arbitrary precision integers (so-called big integers). Indeed, since
cutting plane operations involve multiplying coefficients, one can easily reach an overflow with fixed
length integers.
One way to reduce this cost is to really implement each kind of constraint (clause, cardinality, or
pseudo-boolean constraint) in a specific way. This
approach has two advantages : (i) unit propagation
is more efficient since performed with minimal overhead; (ii) there is a limited use of big integers for
clauses or cardinalities. It main drawback is to prevent shortcuts in the code to make the solver more
efficient.
The way a constraint are represented is decided
either when reading the instance after the normalization of the constraint, in the sense of P. Barth [3], or
when a new constraint is derived at the end of the
conflict analysis process.
The PB05 version of SAT4JPseudo was representing all the constraints as pseudo boolean constraints.
If watched literals based clauses and cardinalities provide better results than counter based, it seems to be
the opposite for counter based and watched literals
based pseudo-boolean constraints [4]. As a consequence, we use counter based pseudo-boolean constraints.

ative, else it is set to false.

Optimization problems
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Conclusion
The new release of SAT4JPseudo has been fine tuned
to behave as good as possible for a pure cuttingplane-based solver. SAT4JPseudo is in theory able
to solve problems that are out of scope of pure
resolution-based solvers such as PBS or MiniSAT+,
or mixed resolution/cutting-planes such as Pueblo
(Pigeon-hole like problems for instance). However,
the cost of using arbitrary precision integers is not
negligible (almost one third of the CPU-time). Detecting efficiently assertive constraints is still an issue. SAT4JPseudo is expected to perform reasonably
on mixed CNF/cardinality/PB problems, and to perform better on pure PB problems.
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